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A joyful June - playlists 
 The weather has changed a bit for the worse, and life inside or 

near home has become that little bit harder. How can we find 
the joy in life during the month of June? Music can be the 
answer. Here are five of the albums I have been listening to to 
keep me going (in no particular order). If any of you would like 
to share your own playlists then let me know.  I’m always on 
the lookout for new music. 
 

1. The Murder Capital – When I have fears 
2. LCD Soundsystem – LCD Soundsystem 
3. Fela Kuti – The best of the black President 2 
4. Sleaford Mods – Austerity dogs 
5. Iggy Pop – Post pop depression 
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Prayer 
Father, sometimes I feel so happy and 
glad to be alive,  
My heart feels full of love and I’m in 
awe of the world you have created. 
 
Saint Oscar Romero,  
Pray for us. 
 
Amen 
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I hope you will be able to take a second to have a look 
at the images on the left of this page. According to Miss 
Cook, these images form part of an accomplished piece 
of work from RH that shows a beautiful use of 
technique and selection of materials.  
 

Home hair challenge 

If you are anything like lots of other people all over the 
world, then a haircut may just be starting to become a top 
priority. Who among you would let their brother or sister 
have a go at a cut? Maybe Mum or Dad or grandparent? 
The reason for this inclusion is that some people are using 
lockdown to raise some money and donate to a local 
charity such as the Local Hospice. The hair will grow 

back and you never know you just might be 
     

What is it? 
 
The worlds largest lesson is a 35 minute learning 
show for teenagers featuring senior UN leaders and 
teen icons (didn’t’ recognise any myself) in 
conversation about things that matter to teens right 
now – Education – Health – Activism, asking everyone 
to REIMAGINE the future 
 
What are your views on Education? Discuss with 
your family. What would you change and how 
does education differ depending on where you 
are in the world? 
 
Who is responsible for health and well being? 
What are your opinions on health and well being 
and how can we help create a society that values 
these things? 
 
What are your views on activism? How will this 
play a part in your future? How can you get involved 
and how can you have your voice heard? 
 

           

The world’s largest lesson 

Year 12 Textile work 

https://r1.dotdigital-pages.com/p/25N2-GX9/reimagine-the-future?dm_i=2ZD0,11K33,491UCB,3ZBC6,1&pfredir=1
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Proposed timetable for Oxbridge preparation days 

Provisional dates are: 23rd of June, 24th of June and the 25th of June. Any student wishing to take place should let 
Mr Parke know as soon as possible.  Cost of the event is £99 and All Hallows will pay for half of the fee.  
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